
The hero and 
heroine meet.

Do they hate 
each other for no 

discernible
reason?

Is the hero 
hard faced/brutal/

otherwise resembling 
a serial killer?

Y

Do we get to 
 see more of the  

hero’s thoughts than the 
Sudden Realization  

of Love?

N

Punishing
kisses
ahoy!

Y

Does the hero 
ever rape the 

heroine?

The hero has a 
debauched reputation 

at odds with his 
angelic beauty.

Y
N

Does he give 
a flying crap?

It was more a 
forced seduction, 

really.

So, uh, yes.

N

Y

A good grovel is 
so satisfying, 

isn’t it?

Is it because he 
wants to tame her for 
her own good but not 

change her?

N

Does he use
cream to

  lubricate her?  

The hero thinks the 
heroine is a licentious 
harlot who deserves 

all she gets, and then 
some.

Y

N

Catherine Coulter heroes: 
He Ain’t Hatin’ ’Cause He 

Be Lubricatin’. Also
        known as: 

Y

OLD-SKOOL
ROMANCE

N

Check your book.
Are you reading 

Ted Bundy’s 
biography?

NOT A
ROMANCE

Too many scenes from the 
heroine’s viewpoint, and 

she’s so virginal, her hymen 
squeaks when she walks.

Y

N

And the heroine forgives 
him, secure in her moral 

superiority and the ability of 
her love grotto to keep the 

power balance tipped 
slightly in her direction.

And they live happily ever 
after, with the heroine 
slightly grown up and a 

smidgen wiser and the hero 
the same autocratic bastard 
he always was, minus that 

page or so of groveling.

Is the hero an Angsty 
McAngsterson, due to 
Bastardy McBastard 

parents?

Does the 
heroine have 

an all-consuming 
career, quest, or 

ambition?

Y

N N

The heroine helps the hero 
ponder his navel and unearth 
subconscious hurts, even if 
it’s decades before Freud’s 

birth.

Y

Is the heroine 
 actually a complete  

despite narratorial 
reassurances of her 

brilliance?

Y

Aw, c’mon. It’s such a 
convenient source of conflict
and a great way to show how 
empty the heroine’s life was 
before the hero came along.

N

Oh, fine. Yes.

Does 
she have a 
miserable 
sex life? 

So the heroine has a fulfilling
job, a wonderful sex life prior 

to meeting the hero, and
 healthy self-esteem, 

regardless of whether she’s 
in a historical or a 

 contemporary novel. 

Are you sure this is a 
romance? Come on, there 
has to be something wrong 

with her. Her life can’t 
possibly be awesome before 

meeting the hero.

Y

N

That’s okay, because having 
fantastic sex with the hero will 

solve all her problems and give 
her the strongest urge to give up 

her job, move away from whatever 
urban area she’s currently 

inhabiting, and pop out baby units 
for him forever and ever , amen.

N

Does using a condom (or lack 
thereof) become a plot point and 

a symbol of his True Lurve? 

= decision

= process

= termination

Y

N

NEW SKOOL ROMANCE Y

Does the 
hero have to grow 

emotionally, assume some of 
the responsibilities of a relationship, 

and perform other non-dude-like 
activities in order to become 

emotionally worthy of the heroine 
and earn his own equal right 

to a happy ending? 

Y

N

incompetent,

LEGEND


